Quick, What Is the One Quantitative Activity Everyone Loves to Hate?

We all love to talk about how bad weather forecasting is... But what if you had to make investment decisions using your best guess about next week's temperatures? You would promptly find that successful trading strategies require more than virtuosic skill in weather prediction — quantitative risk management is essential. And it's not easy. That's where you come in.

degreeTRADE is the brainchild of the quantitative people at DC Energy and is designed to be a fun opportunity for you to explore the markets in which we invest. The competition enables quants from universities across the country to test their investment acumen head-to-head over a fictitious trading exchange. Sound like fun? We thought so.

Hey, What Can We Say? — We Like Numbers

To prolong the fun, we decided on a multi-period competition (we're hosting three, week-long rounds) with simple contracts based on daily high temperatures. Oh... and we almost forgot to mention the prizes. You know — to add a little extra incentive. So we're giving away a huge 50” plasma TV... and a whole bunch of iPods, Bose headphones, and DS game systems. Sweet.

A Few More Little Details

WIN a 50” 1080p Plasma TV or 1 of 15 iPods and other prizes

Go to www.degreeTRADE.com to register and learn more
Check out career opportunities at www.dc-energy.com
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